CORIT
Digital Core Orientation System

CORIT


Ensure the accuracy of
your design



Avoid reducing
drilling efficiency

the

CORIT is an easy-to-use, most accurate core orientation too featuring on site training, wireless communication, and a field replaceable battery and without reducing
the drilling efficiency
Easy to work



Use without loss of information

Core orientation is easier with CORIT. There is no need to disassemble the tool to
obtain an orientation mark when using double coring system.



The device with long
life and high precision

It is possible to orientate loose zones when using triple coring system like this



Ensure the accuracy of
your data
CORIT is compatible with all head assemblies standard.
The CORIT consists of accelerometers rigidly attached to the core barrel to record
the orientation and dip of the hole and. The instrument is divided into four modules: (1sensor package, (2) the data acquisition module, (3) the battery pack and
charger (4) Bubble. The battery pack is detachable for charging and easy replacement.
The CORIT data pad display and record data collected via time stamping technique,
including depth values, (entered at each run by user), borehole dip angle, core orientation, gravity and temperature. The accuracy of your information guaranteed
with advanced data processing technology, prevents the recording of incorrect data and also eliminates operator error.
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Specification

Accuracy

Core Orientation

± 5° (88 to 83 )1° for inclined Borehole

Dip

± 0.1°

Temperature

± 1°
Operating Range

Core Orientation

0° to + 360°

Dip

- 90° to + 90°

Temperature

-5 °C to +85 °C

Resolution
Core Orientation

0.1°

Dip

0.1°

Temperature

0.5°
Temperature

Storage Temp

-30 °C to +110 °C

Sensor Physical Characteristics
Length

HQ 26 cm , NQ And BQ 46 cm other on request

Diameter

HQ 73 mm, NQ 55 mm , BQ 43 mm other on request

Other
Communication

Serial /Wireless

Battery

Rechargeable 4400 mah Li-ion

Continuous Operating Time

20 Hour

Run-Up Time

35sec >

Max Sample Rate

256 Hz

Memory Capacity

2 GB
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Core Goniometer
To measure alpha And Beta

To measure alpha in broken cores
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